
How does
CLOUDLEARN WORK?

Success!

CloudLearn IGCSE and A-Levels are all available to be studied 
online on any device. Whether that is: a smartphone, tablet, laptop 

or even a games console, if it connects to the internet it can be 
used to study your course whenever and wherever you are! If you 

would prefer to study offline, there is also the option to order a 
printed version of your course materials when you enrol, which 

is yours to keep. You can highlight important facts, take notes, 
even cut sections out and pin them to your wall, whatever suits 
your style of learning! We are completely flexible when it comes 

to your studies. Feel you’ve picked the wrong course? We can 
swap you over to a new one at the same level with a few clicks of 
a mouse. If for any reason you feel you need a break, don’t worry 

we can “freeze” your course access until you’re ready to get back to 
your studies. This means you won’t waste any of your access and 

support duration whilst on your course of study!

 A benefit of studying online with CloudLearn is the access we 
provide to an experienced tutor who can support you as you 

study your course. Depending on your course you will have access 
to a tutor for a period of 12-24 months. There is also the option 

to Fast Track your course by intensive study. An IGCSE has a 
recommended study time of 120 hours, if you can study 30 hours a 

week you could complete the course in 4 weeks. It is completely up 
to you and your capacity for studying. All queries sent to tutors are 
answered within 1 working day, although if you and your tutor are 

both online at the same time queries are answered in real-time.

We can provide you with a list of centres in your local area to 
choose from. You will need to get in touch with the exam centre 
directly in order to find out pricing and to register your place for 
the exam. We recommend you get in touch with 3 to 4 centres if 
possible in order to get the best price. We also recommend you 
book your exams at least 3 months in advance of the exam date. 
For exams taken in January, results are published in mid-March. 
Exams taken in June, results would be mid-August. It then takes 4 
to 6 weeks for your certificate to arrive in the post.

Your course is broken down into a number of units with easy to 
study bite sized lessons within these. You can work through these 
units and lessons at a pace that suits you. Completing reading, 
activities and assessments as you work your way through the 
course. When you reach the end of your course you will submit 
a mock examination paper to your tutor. Your tutor will come 
back with feedback and advice on your readiness to sit the 
final examination. When you feel you are ready, you will sit the 
examination(s) at a national test centre, often a local school or 
college. IGCSE exams are available in January and May/June of 
each year with A-Levels available in May/June of each year. Exam 
fees are additional in cost and vary centre to centre.
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